
WHAT IS 
THE LATEST 
TECHNOLOGY 
DOING TO OUR 
VISION?

Made for the way we
use our eyes today.

Protect your Child’s

Sensitive Eyes

Need Single Vision 

Lenses?

*Source: eMarketer, April 2015

With exceptional clarity, comfort and durability, 

HOYA’s children lenses are constructed with 

the lightest, safest, most durable material 

ever.

    High impact resistance

    Lightest material available today

    100% UV protection

iD SINGLE VISION integrates your lens 
design on both the front and back surfaces, 
so you can see more clearly in all directions. 

iQ SINGLE VISION - Lenses designed to 

provide crisper, clearer viewing zones than 

any other traditionally made single vision lens.

THEN

NOW
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The average North American spends 

37 hours a week staring at electronic 

devices like smartphones, tablets, 

computers and digital TVs.*  Sound 

familiar? Unfortunately, these devices 

emit blue light waves, which can cause 

eyestrain, headaches, and fatigue.

HOYA.CA



WHICH HOYA LENSES ARE RIGHT FOR YOU?

SYNC III

Lenses designed for a digital 

lifestyle.

Ideal for individuals:

   Who are young adults or 

   students

   Suffering from eye strain and  

   fatigue

   Using electronic devices 

   frequently

   

iD Space is the lens for performing 

activities where the focus is beyond 

a computer screen.

iD Screen is ideal for anyone 
working on a computer or using 
dual monitors.

iD Zoom is the perfect lens when 
using digital devices or hobbies that 
require sharp vision at close range.

Ideal for individuals:

   Working indoors or in an office

   environment

   Using media devices (computer,  

   tablet)

   Participating in hobbies and

   crafts

Amplitude BKS by Hoya combines 
advanced design technology with 
wearer ergonomics to create a 
new wave in progressive vision 

technology.

Ideal for individuals:

   Looking for economical lenses to 

   fit within their budget

   Who want a comfortable design  

   that suits their needs

Lenses that are custom designed 

for different lifestyles. 

iD LifeStyle 2 - Clarity is ideal for 

individuals:

   Leading a very active lifestyle

   Suddenly having trouble reading

   fine print

iD LifeStyle 2 - Harmony is ideal for 

individuals:

   Currently wearing progressive  

   lenses

   Frequently focused on near tasks

Custom lenses that deliver sharp, 

natural vision.

Ideal for individuals:

   Currently wearing progressive

   lenses

   Requiring wider near and 

   intermediate field of vision

   Looking for the best

   all-around vision possible

iD MyStyle 2 is the most advanced 

progressive lens in the world which 

can be completely personalized for 

your eyes and what they see most 

throughout the day.

Ideal for individuals:

   Looking for the latest and best

   all-around vision possible

   Who have a different prescription

   between their left and right eye

Scratches MoistureDirt & Dust

SUPER HIVISION EX3
PREMIUM PROTECTION

Eliminate glare with scratch protection that performs 

better than glass, prolonging the lifespan of your 

eyeglasses!  Super HiVision EX3 is resistant to:

SENSITY 
LIGHT REACTIVE LENSES

HOYA’s innovative light reactive lenses ensure that 

you see comfortably in all indoor & outdoor light 

conditions without having to change your glasses.

Reflections & Glare

ID SPACE, SCREEN & ZOOM AMPLITUDE BKS ID LIFESTYLE 2 ID PROTEGRITY ID MYSTYLE 2

Silver Grey Bronze Brown Emerald Green

RECHARGE 
BLUE LIGHT PROTECTION

Recharge neutralizes the discomforting effects 

caused by Blue Light while allowing you to enjoy your 

favourite media devices.

Recharge helps reduce:

   Eye strain  Headaches

   Fatigue  Scratches


